Why Bother

CUE
PSYCHIATRIST
You can tell who's who.

CUE OUT
PSYCHIATRIST
Sheesh.

PSYCHIATRIST
What do you think, Adam?
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Am I going anywhere

Probably not I'm a

worthless brat I dropped like that

So Why give school another shot
I mean I need a job. Or at least something to do.

My fam'ly thinks I'm lazy regardless. So why should I follow through. Why both er being.
stressed out for tests to get into a lifetime of debt Why bother When no

matter what happens I'll get an office job I'll regret Ev'ry day is another headache Another post Another

---
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beer  I'm not bit-ter  I'm just an ass

At least that much is clear

Am
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It's my senior year I'm finally here with a decent portfolio. I'm prepared for every thing. I always try to impress.
When pe'ople mock I just block I don't have time for stress

Why bother Say-ing that "there's no point" when the point's in front of me Why bother Sit-ting out in a rut when No-thing in life comes free Ev'ry
I have given to science
And I'll be damned if I don't fight
I'm not a jerk
I just like work
Even if I'm a bit up-tight
Filled with more sugar than
Sip the coffee
I can comprehend
I look forward

See my

I can't wait for the end

I can't wait for the end
This is due to-day no time for de lay
Focus on the gray my life’s

What’s to-day?

This is due to-day no time for de lay
Focus on the gray my life’s

What’s to-day?
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on its way
How much do I weigh? Isn't that guy gay? Shit

on its way
How much do I weigh? Isn't that guy gay? Shit

So ti -

So ti -
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Is that thought o-kay? Don't know what to say. This is due to-day no time.

Oh

Is that thought o-kay? Don't know what to say. This is due to-day no time.

Oh
Well I tried
Here's a

— for delay Focus on the gray my life's on its way Here's a

Well I tried
Here's a

— for delay Focus on the gray my life's on its way Here's a

Here's a
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bottle for my stress and pills for a blessed bottle for my stress and pills for a blessed bottle for my stress and pills for a blessed bottle for my stress and pills for a blessed

Pno.
Bother

Why bother Say ing that "there's no point" when the point's in front of me

Bother Being stressed out For a life of debt Why

Bother Being stressed out For a life of debt Why
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Why bother
Sitting down in a rut when nothing comes free
Ev'ry-

bother with an office job
I'll regret
Ev'ry-

Why bother
Sitting out on your butt when nothing comes free
Ev'ry-

bother with an office job
I'll regret
Ev'ry-
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day I will wrestle with my mind And how the world has inter-

day I will wrestle with my mind And how the world has inter-

day I will wrestle with my mind And how the world has inter-

day I will wrestle with my mind And how the world has inter-
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Life is an endless pit of stink
It's so much in my head
Why is this world full of
so much in my head
Why is this world full of
Life is an endless pit of stink
It's so much in my head
Why is this world full of
so much in my head
Why is this world full of
Life is an endless pit of stink
It's so much in my head
Why is this world full of
so much in my head
Why is this world full of
what I de-serve that's all you think
Let me go... let me

It's why I can't go to bed

dread

what I de-serve that's all you think
Let me go... let me

dread

It's why I can't go to bed

what I de-serve that's all you think
Let me go... let me

It's why I can't go to bed

what I de-serve that's all you think
Let me go... let me

It's why I can't go to bed

what I de-serve that's all you think
Let me go... let me

It's why I can't go to bed
Why bother

Why bother

Why bother

Why bother

Why bother

Why bother
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